Summary of Modifications/Changes in this Update

This Summary of Changes is for information only. It is not a part of the referenced document, and should not be used for project documentation.

DATE OF THIS VERSION:
August 1, 2016

TITLE OF DOCUMENT:
Low Energy Power Assist Door Operators, 08 71 13.11

DATE OF VERSION BEING SUPERSEDED (old):
December 1, 2013

DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT (previous title, number, other identifying data):
Low Energy Power Assist Door Operators, 08 71 13.11

SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN THIS VERSION:

1. Formatted the document with paragraphs styles and automatic paragraph numbering.
2. Created and applied approved section template matching CSI SectionFormat and to ensure consistency among all sections included within this issue.
3. Rewrote specification text for consistency with CSI's recommended specification language, using streamlined text and imperative mood wherever possible.
4. Updated reference standards to show current edition, and confirmed reference standards are used properly.
5. Added sustainability product and submittal requirements consistent with Section 01 81 13 SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS.
6. Added appropriate commission section to Related Requirements article.
7. Verified products are available that can meet specification requirements.